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                –m ’ÀcKlllsey¸ ƒ‚ larteliy llarke t ing & .9a le.s P r act ic e The consumer decision Journey Consumers are moving outside the purchasing funnel-changing the way they research and buy your products. lf your marketing hasn't changed in response, it should. David Court, Dave Elzinga, Susan Mulder, and Ole Jorgen Vetvik David Gourt is a direator n l',4cKrns;y's Dallas rr11 ce. Dave Elzinga ,s a princi!-.ai in il'e Chrcago olfice Susie Mulder s a pr:rclcai in il-e Ecsion oll ce. a!'d ole Jergen Velvik rs a pr'rcipal iil :re 0slc oli ce. lf marketing has one goa!, it's to reach consumers at the moments that most influence their decisions. That's why consumer electronics companies make sure not only that customers see their televisions in stores but also that those televisions display vivid high-definition pictures. It's why Amazon.com, a decade ago, began offering targeted product recommendations to consumers already logged in and ready to buy. And it explains P&G's decision, long ago, to produce radio and then TV programs to reach the audiences most likely to buy its products-hence, the term "soap opera." Marketing has always sought those moments, or touch points, when consumers are open to influence. For years, touch points have been understood through the metaphor of a "funnel"-consumers start with a number of potential brands in mind (the wide end of the funnel), marketing is then directed at them as they methodically reduce that number and move through the funnel, and at the end they emerge with the one brand they chose to purchase (Exhibit r). But today, the funnel concept fails to capture all the touch points and key buying factors resulting from the explosion of product choices and digital channels, coupled with the emergence of an increasingly discerning, well-informed consurner. A more sophisticated approach is requiled to help marketers navigate this entirontner.rt, which is less linear 2 1 MCKinseyOuatterly2009Number3 Fxhio1 1 The traditional funne: •Ä œa å„ éã •H › œ ‚… ‹E è÷ á¹ æê •T ƒh èk › ãà —¹ ø ‚O ‚O ‚O ‚O ŸT › ŸT ³ ‹E ‹@ › E‚´ ³ › åž ³ —Ö ‚â ‚è 0 0‚Í êG é× éÕ êˆ äP › éD › éÕ ‹@ ãà é× ‡E êr › éÕ éÕ ‚´ ³ ä~ ãà › Awareness QOO„[ An inteFaCtiVe exhibit explores the new consumer decision iourneF mlodel and describes how marketers can use itto communicate with consumers at key stages in the decisio—Ù ]making process.Find the exhibit on mckinseyquarterlv.co‚¡ B åN ‹E ŸT › ‹E › ‹@ ‹B Familiarity Consideration Purchase Loyalty and more complicated than the funnel suggests. We call this approach the consumer decision journey. Our thinking is applicable to any geographic market that has different kinds of media, Internet access, and wide product choice, including big cities in emerging markets such as China and India. We developed this approach by examining the purchase decisions of almost 2o,ooo consumers across five industries and three continents. Our research showed that the proliferation of media and products requires marketers to find new ways to get their brands included in the initial-consideration set that consumers develop as they begin their decision journey. We also found that because of the shift away from one-way communication-from marketers to consumers- toward a two-way conversation, marketers need a more systematic way to satisfy customer demands and manage word-of-mouth. In addition, the research identified two different types of customer loyalty, challenging companies to reinvigorate their loyalty programs and the way they manage the customer experience. Finally, the research reinforced our belief in the importance not only of aligning all elements of m arketing-strategy, spending, channel m an- agement, and message-with the journey that con- sumers undertake when they make purchasing decisions but also of integrating those elements across the organization. When marketers under- stand this journey and direct their spending and rnessaging to the moments of maximum influence, they stand a much greater chance of reaching consumers in the right place at the right time with the right message. lhe consumer decrsron lorrn"y | 3I Fxh hit 2 The consumer decision iourney il:
 The consumer considers an initial set of brands, based on brand perceptions and exposure to recent touch poinls. i2\ Consumers add or subtract brands as they evaluate what they want, 3.J Ultimalely the consumer selects a brand at the moment ot purchase. Aller purchasing a product or service, the consumer builds expectations based on experience to inform the next decision journey, How consumers make decisions Every day, people form impressions ofbrands from touch points such as advertisements, news reports, conversations with family and friends, and product experiences. Unless consumers are actively shopping, much ofthat exposure appears wasted. But what happens when something triggers the impulse to buy? Those accumulated impressions then become crucial because they shape the initial- consideration set: the small number of brands consumers regard at the outset as potential purchasing options. The funnel analogy suggests that consumers systematically narrow the initial-consideration set as they weigh options, make decisions, and buy products. Then, the postsale phase becomes a trial period deter- mining consumer loyalty to brands and the likelihood of buying their products again. Marketers have been taught to "push" marketing toward consumers at each stage of the funnel pl'ocess to influence their behavior. But our qualitative and quantitative research in the auto- mobile, skin care, insurance, consumer electronics, and mobile- telecom industries shows that something quite different now occurs' Actually, the decision-making plocess is a more circular journey, with four primary phases representing potential battleglounds where consideration . .; set t: \ u ˆê 4 1 MCKinseyOuarterly2009Number3 marketers can win or lose: initial consideration; active evaluation, or the process ofresearching potential purchases; closure, when con- sumers buy brands; and postpurchase, when consumers experience them (Exhibit z). The funnel metaphor does help a good deal-for example, by providing a way to understand the strength of a brand compared with its cornpetitors at different stages, highlighting the bottlenecks that stall adoption, and making it possible to focus on different aspects of the marketing challenge. Nonetheless, we found that in three areas profound changes in the way consumers make buying decisions called for a new approach. Brand consideration Imagine that a consumer has decided to buy a car. As with most kinds of products, the consumer will immediately be able to name an initial-consideration set ofbrands to purchase. In our qualitative research, consumers told us that the fragmenting of media and the proliferation of products have actually made them reduce the number ofbrands they consider at the outset. Faced with a plethora of choices and communications, consumers tend to fall back on the limited set of brands that have made it through the wilderness of messages. Brand awareness matters: brands in the initial-consideration set can be up to three times more likely to be purchased eventually than brands that aren't in it. Not all is lost for brands excluded from this first stage, however. Contrary to the funnel metaphor, the number ofbrands under consideration during the active-evaluation phase may now actually expand rather than narrow as consumers seek information and Share ol purchases, % Average numbel ol btands in initia:] Added in Exhibn 3 Adding brands Seclor Autos Personal computers Skln care Telecom carriers Auto insurance lnitia: Activeconsideration evaluation mmm 63 ‹è¦—…30 ä@ 49 ƒ~m24 âK 38 ’Ë 37 ç…éP 38 M20 M13 ”X9 Loyaltyloopl ³7 m27 ŠÒècŒ—˜ 25 œa‹¿ŠÒ–Lé[äP 42 çW 78 consideralion active set consideration 22 10 18 09 14 rFor skin cart-. incltrilcs consurers rrho purehrsed thclr current brJnd 2 or ntore tintes in p,:st ::l illarnths aDd ior \''h.!nl tllrrcnt on crlrrenI oc(Jsion rs on prelil:us tlcclslon and did not consid('r rn\'(,ihel brrnds. Sonrcc: Nlclirnsey consuntrr decisiorr surrcvsi 2oos US Jtrlo and skin crrc, l(x)8 Gcrman! nrobilc tclcconl, 2oo9 1l.S atlto illsurince The consumer decision iournuy | 5 shop a category. Brands may "interrupt" the decision-making process by entering into consideration and even force the exit ofrivals. The number ofbrands added in later stages differs by industry: our research showed that people actively evaluating personal computers added an average of r brand to their initial-consideration set of r.7 while automobile shoppers added z.z to their initial set of S.8 (Exhibit g). This change in behavior creates opportunities for marketers by adding touch points when brands can make an impact. Brands already under consideration can no longer take that status for granted. Empowered consumers The second profound change is that outreach of consumers to marketers has become dramatically more important than marketers'outreach to consumers. Marketing used to be driven by companies; "pushed" on consumers through traditional advertising, direct marketing, spon- sorships, and other channels. At each point in the funnel, as consumers whittled down their brand options, marketers would attempt to sway their decisions. This imprecise approach often failed to reach the right consumers at the right time. In today's decision journey, consumer-driven marketing is increasingly important as customers seize control of the process and actively "pull" information helpful to them. Our research found that two-thirds of the touch points during the active-evaluation phase involve consumer- driven marketing activities, Marketers must move aggres- such as Internet reviews and word-of-mouth recommen- sively beyond purely push-style dations from friends and familv, 'r r as well as in-store interactions communlcatlon ano learn and recollections of past experi- tOinflUenceConsumef-dfiVen ences.Athirdofthetouch touch points illiililH,;:#;i',.'^:[:",, marketing remains important, but the change in the way consumers make decisions means that mar- keters must move aggressively beyond purely push-style commu- nication and learn to influence consumer-driven touch points, such as word-of-mouth and Internet information sites. The expelience of US automobile manufacturers shows why marketers must master these new touch points. Companies like Chrysler and GM have long focused on using strong sales incentives and in-dealer programs to win during the active-evaluation and moment-of- purchase phases. These companies have been fighting the wrong battle: the real challenges for them are the initial-consideration and post- purchase phases, which Asian brands such as Toyota Motor and Honda o I m.xirr""y ouarterty zoog Number 3 ExlriLr't .1 Where it counts Most-influential touch points by stage ol consumer decision journey, for competitors and new customers % ol eftectivenessl Store/a genVdealer interac{ions I Word-ot-mouth Consumer-driven marketing I 0rline research | 011line and/or print Ieviews .,: Past experience é Ÿ¤ x‚d ‚ƒ]B‚“‚•‚’‚… éã ‚™ •« á{ é¯ Ÿ´ çW êr ] Žl Œc ŽM Company-driven marketing Traditional advertising Direcl marketing Sponsorshlpln-store product experience Salesperson conlacl ,Based on research conducted on Gernran, JapaDese, and US consumers in following sectors: for initial consideration-autos, auto insumnce, telecom handsets and carriers: for active evaluation-auto insurance, telecom handsets; for closure-autos, auto insurance, skin care, and TYs; figures ma], not sum lo 1oo%, because of roundinS. dominate with their brand strength and product quality. Positive experiences with Asian vehicles have made purchasers loyal to them, and that in turn generates positive word-of-mouth that increases the likelihood of their making it into the initial-consideration set. Not even constant sales incentives by US manufacturers can overcome this virtuous cycle. Two types of loyalty When consumers reach a decision at the moment of purchase, the marketer's work has just begun: the postpurchase experience shapes their opinion for every subsequent decision in the category, so the journey is an ongoing cycle. More than 6o percent of consumers of facial skin care products, for example, go online to conduct further research after the purchase-a touch point unimaginable when the funnel was conceived. Although the need to provide an after-sales experience that inspires Ioyalty and therefore repeat purchases isn't new not all loyalty is equal in today's increasingly competitive, complex world. Of consumers who profess loyalty to a brand, some are active loyalists, who not only stick with it but also recommend it. Others are passive loyalists who, rvhether from laziness or confusion caused by the dizzying array of choices, stay with a brand without beir.rg comtnitted to it. Despite their claims of allegiance, passive consulnel's are open to messages from competitors that give them a reason to switch- ]‚Ž]]]‚‚r‚…‚” ƒo ˆê‰Â éD ˆê•± ƒW j ‰ñ @ ˜H@ ˆê The consumer decision iourn.v | 7 Take the automotive-insurance industry, in which most companies have a large base of seemingly loyal customers who renew every year. Our research found as much as a sixfold difference in the ratio of active to passive loyalists among major brands, so companies have opportunities to interrupt the loyalty loop. The US insurers GEICO and Progressive are doingjust that, snaring the passively loyal cus- tomers of other companies by making comparison shopping and switching easy. They are giving consumers reasons to leave, not excuses to stay. All marketers should make expar.rding the base of active loyalists a priority, and to do so they must focus their spending on the new touch points. That will require entirely new marketing efforts, not just investments in Internet sites and efforts to drive word-of-mouth or a renewed commitment to customer satisfaction. Aligning marketing with the consumer decision iourney Developing a deep knowledge of how consumers make decisions is the first step. For most marketers, the difficult part is focusing strategies and spending on the most influential touch points. In some cases, the marketing effort's direction must change, perhaps from focusing brand advertising on the initial-consideration phase to developing Internet properties that hetp consumers gain a better understanding of the brand when they actively evaluate it. Other marketers may need to retool their loyalty programs by focusing on active rather than passive loyalists or to spend money on in-store activities or word-of- mouth programs. The increasing complexity of the consumer decision journey will force virtually all companies to adopt new ways of measuring consumer attitudes, brand performance, and the effectiveness of marketing expenditures across the whole process. Without such a realignment of spending, marketers face two risks. First, they could waste money: at a time when revenue growth is critical and funding tight, advertising and other investments will be less effective because consumers aren't getting the right information at the right time. Second, marketers could seem out of touch-for instance, by trying to push products on customers rather than providing them with the information, support, and experience they want to reach decisions themselves. Four kinds of activities can help marketers address the new realities of the constrmer decision jotrrney. Prioritize objectrves and spendrng In the past, most marketers consciously chose to foclts on either end of the rnarketing funnel-building a\4'areness or generating loyalty among current customers. Ortr research reveals a need to be much a I r,l"xin."y Quarterly zoog Number 3 more specific about the touch points used to influence consumers as they rnove through initial consideration to active evaluation to closure. By looking just at the traditional marketing funnel's front or back end, companies could miss exciting opportunities not only to focus investments on the most important points of the decision journeybut also to target the right customers. In the skin care industry, for example, we found that some brands are much stronger in the initial-consideration phase than in active evaluation or closure. For them, our research suggests a need to shift focus from overall brand positioning-already powerful enough to ensure that they get considered-to efforts that make consumers act or to investments in packaging and in-store activities targeted at the moment of purchase. Tailor messaging For some companies, new messaging is required to win in whatever part ofthe consumerjourney offers the greatest revenue oppor- tunity. A general message cutting across all stages may have to be replaced by one addressing weaknesses at a specific point, such as initial consideration or active evaluation. Take the automotive industry. A number of brands in it could grow if consumers took them into consideration. Hyundai, the South Korean car manufacturer, tackled Broadband. connectivity lets i#HY,l}#:l*[iJ"adopt- mafketefs pfovide fiCh built around protecting con- applications to consumers learn- ili"i: T,lH iil],|,".1i:,::"' ing abOUt pfOdUCtS if thev lose their jobs. This pro- vocative messaBe, tied to some- thing very real for Americans, became a major factor in helping Hyundai break into the initial- consideration set of many new consumers. In a poor automotive mar- ket, the company's market share is growing. lnvest in consumer-driven marketing To look beyond funnel-inspired push marketing, companies must invest in vehicles that let marketers interact with consumers as they learn about brands. The epicenter of consumer-driven marketing is the Internet, crucial during the active-evaluation phase as consumers seek information, reviews, and recommendations. Strong perfor- mance at this point in the decision journey requires a mind-set shift fronr buy'ing media to developing properties that attract consumers: digital assets such as Web sites about products, prograrns to foster The consumer decisron ,orrn", | , word-of-mouth, and systems that customize adver- tising by viewing the context and the consurler. Many organizations face the difficult and, at times, risky venture of shifting money to fundamen- tally new properties, much as P&G invested to gain radio exposure in the t93os and television expo- sure in the r95os. Broadband connectivity, for example, lets marketers provide rich applications to consumers learning about products. Simple, dynamic tools that help consumers decide which products make sense forthem are now essential elements ofan online arsenal. American Express's card finder and Ford's car configurator, for example, rapidly and visually sort options with each click, making life easier for consumers at every stage of the decision journey. Mar- keters can influence online word-of-mouth by using tools that spot online conversations about brands, analyze what's being said, and allow marketers to post their own comments. Finally, content-management systems and online targeting engines let marketers create hundreds of variations on an advertisement, taking into account the context where it appears, the past behavior ofviewers, and a real-time inventory ofwhat an organization needs to promote. For instance, many airlines manage and relentlessly opti- mize thousands of combinations of offers, prices, creative content, and formats to ensure that potential travelers see the most relevant opportunities. Digital marketing has long pronrised this kind of targeting. Now we finally have the tools to make it more accurate and to manage it cost effectivelY. Win the in-store battle Our research found that one consequence of the new world of market- ing complexity is that more consumers hold off their final pur- chase decision until they're in a store. Merchandising and packaging have therefore become very important selling factors, a point that's not widely understood. Consumers want to look at a product in action and are highly influenced by the visual dimension: up to 40 per- cent of them change their mir.rds because of sonlethilrg they see, learn, or do at this point-say, packaging, placement, or itlteractions with salespeople. In skin care, for example, some brands that are fairly unlikely to be in a consumer's initial-consideration set nonetheless rr'irl at the point of purchase with attractive packages and or.r-shelf messaging. Such lo l McKinseyOuarterlv2009Numbcr3 elements have novr beconle essential selling tools because consumers ofthese prOducts are stillin playA vhen they enter a store That's also true in some consumer electrOnics segments,which explains those impressive rows ofhigh\ deflnition TVs in stores Sometilnes it takes a combination of approaches\ great packaging, a favorable shelf position,forceful flxtures,informative signage\ to attract consumers who enter a storeR vith a strOng attachment to their initial\ consideration set.Our research shoA vs thatin\ store touch points provide a signincant oppOrtunity for other brands lnte9rating aa customer\ facing activities ln nlany companies,different parts ofthe organization undertake specinc customer\ facing activities\ including informationalR ”Reb sites, PR,and loyalty programs.Funding is opaque.A number ofexecutives are responsible for each element,and they don't coordinate their work or even conllnunicate These activities must be integrated and given appropriate leadership.
 The necessary changes are profound.A comprehensive view of all customer\ facing activities is as important for business unit heads as for CEOs and chief marketing of6cers.Butthe full scope ofthe consumer decisionjourney goes beyond the traditional role ofCMOs,who in lnany companies focus on brand building,advertisements,and perhaps market research.These responsibilities aren't going aw‰Â _WhatR now required of CMOs is a broader role that realigns marketingA vith the current realities of consumer decislon making,intensines effB ¡s to shape the public prOflles of companies,and builds neA v lnar\ Related articles on mckinseyquarterly=com keting capabilities.
 Ihe doR ƒnŒnt‚¶ rn.s ne‚á vrt,les fcr rnarl(elrrs Proftir19 frO11l prolreratior ‰ºhe evolv:ng role cfthe CV() Consider the range of skills needed to manage the customer experience in the automotive- insurance industry, in which some companies have many passive loyalists who can be pried away by rivals. Increasing the percentage of active loyalists requires not only integratinB customet'-facing activities into the marketing orga- nization but also Inore subtle forms of organizational cooperation. These include identifying active loyalists through ctlstomer research, as well as understanding what drives that loyalty and how to harness it with word-of-mouth programs. Companies need an integrated, olganization-rvide "voice of the customer," with skills frorn advertising The consumer decision lourn"V | ,, The authors v,/ish to acknowledge the contributions al Mary Ellen Coe. Jonathan Doogan, Ewan Duncan. Betsy Holden. and Brian Salsberg. Copyright O 2009 l\,lcKinsey & Company. All rights reserved, We welcome your com- ments on this arlicle. Please send them to quarterly_comments@ mckinsey.c0il. to public relations, product development, market research, and data management. It's hard but necessary to unify these activities, and the CMO is the natural candidate to do so. Marketers have long been aware of profound changes in the way consumers research and buy products. Yet a failure to change the focus of marketing to match that evolution has undermined the core goal of reaching customers at the moments that most influence their purchases. The shift in consumer decision making means that marketers need to adjust their spending and to view the change not as a loss ofpower over consumers but as an opportunity to be in the right place at the right time, giving them the information and support they need to make the right decisions.o 
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